
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deliverable Smart BBA Other BBA / BMS / BBM 
   

Syllabus 100% All round & Business needed: We create a 
Complete Business Leader, with good level of skills in in Finance, 
Marketing, International Business, General Management, HR. It is as 
good as Specialisation in multiple areas which are needed in 
business.    

Visit Smart BBA NIBE College and compare 
Books, projects, exposure; talk with our 
students. You will see the difference. No 
other college creates students the way NIBE 
does. 

Technology Tomorrow’s leader must be good in Technology: 
NIBE is only college giving indepth skills in Technology with labs 

over 200 computers. Contents: Tally Prime, SAP Fico, Introduction 
to CRM & HRM, Digital Marketing, Designing posts & advertises, High 
level Presentation skills, Online Businesses, Tax Portals, Introduction 
to AI and much more 

Go to any college and ask their final year 
students, have they got the  skills as given in 
NIBE? Can they prepare BS, P & L, Posts 
independently? Asks the students in Smart 
BBA NIBE College, they can.  

100% 
Practical 
Skill 

What can we do with only bookish knowledge?: 
Plenty of Projects, industry visits, LFL, Simulation methods which 
give fantastic practical exposure. After teaching Digital marketing we 
make them create posts and campaigns; after finishing accounts we 
make them finalise 3-4 companies;  after teaching them finance we 
make them do financial models or project reports and so on… 

Forget about BBA/BMS/BBM from regular 
colleges; even MBAs don’t get that level of 
practical skills what NIBE gives in SMART 
BBA.  When you visit NIBE, get some one who 
did MBA, they will tell you the difference for 
sure.  

Exposure 
to Life 

Leaders are not created only by Books or Skills: We 
give a good atmosphere along with avenues by which our students 
get leadership exposure through, Sports, Gathering, Social events, 
togetherness with Rural India, cosmopolitan crowd, Stage exposure, 
hosting shows, exposure to talk and interview many business 
leaders… 

There is difference between what many talk  
and what they walk.. NIBE walks the talk. The 
quantum, depth and sincerity in exposure 
given at NIBE is beyond all. 

Teaching Only great Teachers can create Great Students: We Silence is louder.   



provide the best Faculty at NIBE, many Chartered Accountants, CS, 
LLB, Experts from Business, experts from Industry come together to 
create leaders of tomorrow.  
Most importantly we take maximum 40 well cultured students in a 
batch for personal attention and individual growth. 

Life & 
Sanskar 

At NIBE, you will get confidence that your child will 
live an ideal Life: An atmosphere of  fun with spirituality is 
unique at NIBE. Sports music, gatherings, treks and trips, teach them 
to live a happy life; while health workouts, yoga, Sacred lessons, 
Meditation make them an ideal person. We monitor and inspire our 
student to lead a life of goodness, ethics and values.  

Normally parents say, when they see the 
atmosphere in other colleges, they fear about 
the bad habits their child may pick up. Surely 
your child will enjoy in those colleges, but 
for sure, the enjoyment at NIBE will be much 
higher and PURE.  

100% 
Success 
Assured 

The only College in INDIA that gives a 100% Job 
Assurance in writing.  After completion of 5 semesters & an 
internship in the 6th semester of Smart BBA, we offer around 3 to 5 
lakh starting Salary to 100% of all the job aspirants.  
We also give life time mentorship and incubation support to our 
Alumni for success in Startups or Family Business. 

?  

 
FAQ 
 

1- Why Smart BBA ‘s syllabus is indepth and as good as so many specialisations together? 
 Ans:  

 A business leader must understand all functions of  business, only then he can be an entrepreneur or in a high Level Management Job 
till CEO level. In real life, can a business leader say that he doesn’t know marketing… or didn’t study HR or Finance?  
So we suggest, do Smart BBA in all subjects needed for Business. If you want, choose your MBA in specialisation as in Smart BBA, you 
will be well versed with all areas of business. 
 

2- We barely know the name of NIBE College, whereas there are other colleges with 30-40-50 year existence, huge premises,  reputed 
name, fees up to 25 lakh to 45 lakh also, still you say that NIBE is the Top-most BBA college in India, How? 
Ans:  
You are right. Their premises, existence, name all are well known, but what you will get at end of BBA/BBM/BMS is knowledge, skills 
and exposure; which will be your property for next 50-60 years and that is going to give you real success.   
Visit NIBE College and see contents of Smart BBA, check how we give personal attention, know the indepth Practical aspects of 
business we cover, feel the varied exposure of life we give and realise the care and love with which we create life, success and 
spirituality. 



We challenge that no UG college in the world can create you better than the way Smart BBA can create you. We are the best because 
we make our students the best. 

 
3- Going abroad for Graduation or joining a top-most brand will give us a reputed name.  Can we get that through SMART BBA? 

Ans:  
Yes, you can.   If you complete Smart BBA you will get Top level Skills, Knowledge and Exposure. You will get strength from within.   
 
Then do your Masters from abroad or from a top-brand in India.  Now you will get that “Name” too.  You get another benefit;  as your 
SMART BBA foundation is very strong, your performance in your masters will be out of the world. 
You know very well, that when you get success with strength and skills, no one will ask your education. Has anyone ever bothered 
asking about the education of Dhirubhai Ambani, Bill Gates, Mark Zukerberg or Narayan Murthy?   
So focus on the skills and strength you will get at Smart BBA.  We will do Masters from the worlds most renowned college (if you feel 
need).  


